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            Emergency Cases

            0124 - 4115580

            We are available for your pets care 24x7 to give medical care to your pet in every emergency condition. 
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            Working Time

            	 CGS Hospital, Gurugram:  
	 Monday - Sunday :  8am - 7pm 
	 Emergency :  7pm - 8am 



				 CGS Veterinary Care, Sarojini Nagar:  
	 Monday - Sunday :  8am - 8pm 
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          CGS Hospital

          At CGS Hospital (A Unit Of CGS Charitable Trust), We consistently strive to deliver comprehensive medical facilities and patient care with the emphasis on exceptional client services.

          The sheer joy, the boundless energy and the selfless love are almost infectious! Every animal lover treasures this feeling. We had this on top of our minds when we embarked upon the mission to create a top-notch facility, which could cater to the varied veterinary, grooming and boarding needs for your animal friends.

          How Are We Different

          	Minimally Invasive Orthopedic Surgery
	Laparoscopy
	Diagnostic Endoscopy


          Read More 

      

       

    

  




  
    
      
        
          Specialities
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          We at CGS, practice medicine in such a way that we consistently provide the safest care possible for your pet. We strive to provide the highest quality of surgical care and achieve the highest level of client satisfaction. We constantly work on improving the client’s access to specialized, leading-edge surgical services.
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                 Internal Medicine

                We, at CGS, practice medicine in such a way that we consistently provide the safest care possible for your pet.
                Read More
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          Specialist Doctors

          [image: pet care doctor]
          We have a team of highly specialized and experienced veterinarians who are registered with the State Veterinary Council of India. Their experience and treatment provides the best care to your pets.
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                  Day :Sunday off

                  Time : 9am to 6pm

              

            

            
              
                Dr. Vikash Singh Chauhan

                Assistant Director and Senior Veterinarian
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                  Day :Thursday off

                  Time : 9am to 6pm

              

            

            
              
                Dr. Salisha Whitney Correia

                Soft Tissue Surgeon
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                  Day :Saturday Off

                  Time : 1 pm - 10 pm

              

            

            
              
                Dr. John Dominic

                Feline Medicine
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                  Day :Monday Off

                  Time : 8AM - 5PM

              

            

            
              
                Dr. Nitin Kandpal

                Oncologist & Medicine
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                  Day :Sunday Off

                  Time : 

              

            

            
              
                Dr. Samprikta Singh

                Veterinary Microbiologist
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                Dr. Chandni Bahuguna

                Ophthalmic Surgeon
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                  Day :Thursday

                  Time : 8 am to  pm

              

            

            
              
                Dr. Sandeep P. Soman

                Cardiologist & Oncologist
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                  Day :Friday off

                  Time : 11AM -8 PM

              

            

            
              
                Dr. Shantishree Das

                General Surgeon
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                  Time : 

              

            

            
              
                Dr. Abhishek Thakran

                General Medicine
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                Dr. Sarthak

                General Medicine
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                Dr Abhishek Saini

                General Medicine
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                Dr. Mony Bora

                Veterinary Anesthesiologist
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                Dr. Ankit Ranga

                General Surgeon
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                Dr. Aditi Tiwari

                General Medicine
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                Dr. Shashank Goyal

                Radiologist
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                Dr. Simran Nagar

                Veterinary Physiotherapist

              

            

          

           

        
      

    

  



  
    
      
        
          Case Of The Month
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          We will provide you with a personalized plan for your pet, so you can see what preventative treatments will need to be done and when.
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          Angel overcame obstacles with care and precision at CGS Hospital

           Angel, the beloved 3-year-old Golden Retriever, arrived at CGS Hospital with a number of concerning symptoms...

          Read More 

      

      
    

  

  



  
    
      
        
          
            Testimonials
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                    Excellent experience. I came when my dog was extremely sick. Dr. Salisha and Dr. Sandeep just brought life back in him. 

He is doing absolutely normal now and is on oral medications. Highly recommend CGS to every pet parent. 


 



                    read more
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                    Vidhu Arora

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    Very impressive hospital for animals. They took good care of my dog coco whom I have to admit for severe tummy infection . Doctors and staff took good care of him and put him back on his feet. Very clean hospital.
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                    Payal Sharma

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    A one of a kind veterinary hospital in Northern India which follows international protocols in every department. Your pet will under exceptional expertise.
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                    Harsh Kumar

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    CGS hospitals at Sarojini Nagar and Gurugram were true hospitals with great core competence and a sense of duty among the doctors in the midst of a cordial atmosphere and joy of working as a team. I have greatest admiration for Veterinary doctors whose patients cannot talk about their maladies.Both these hospitals are prides of Delhi and have the blessings of all cats and dogs of Delhi.
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                    Dinkar Sahal

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    CGS hospital Gurgaon, has a separate unit for our indies/ stray pups where the charges for vaccinations and treatments are at discounted rates.

CGS is also hosting a FREE VACCINATION camp for the stray pups, in their hospital from 21st-30th September.
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                    Urvi

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    I just called for treatment of a stray dog full of maggots & immediately got a call & guidance from them & told us to bring the dog immediately to the hospital.

Great help for us.
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                    Riti Sanon

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    Went at around 10pm for an emergency regarding my poodle...service was quick and staff was polite. The doctor on duty was really calm and knowledgeable. Seemed like a true and gentle carer of pets. A big thank you to him and other staff.
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                    Anant

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    Doctors are well qualified with the deep knowledge of your pets. They can treat any disease but you need to be calm and keep patience for a long run.
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                    Mohit Malhotra

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    Last year in November 2022 our 4 year old pug Kiki was diagnosed with Pyometra and we rushed her to CGS with her being in a bad way, extreme bleeding and terrible condition.. they immediately admitted her, ran tests rushed her to surgery and treated her.. the week that followed was the d worst time of our lives with Kiki recovering post surgery at cgs .. and us heartbroken by seeing her in pain. The hospital nursed our beautiful lil Kiki back to health, enough so we could bring her back home in a week.

I am truly grateful and extremely thankful to Dr. Salisha, Dr. John and the staff at cgs for all that they've done over the months to help us and Kiki 🙏🏻❤️




CGS truly is an excellent facility with absolutely wonderful and compassionate doctors and staff for pets and pet parents.




I highly recommend this place for all ur pet needs.
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                    Pritha Gill

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    I used their pasha wing for the first time for one of my street pups. From the kindness and efficiency of Vijay at the Pasha wing to the way the vets took care of his surgery plus the free of cost stay for a few days, I was touched by their working for destitute dogs.

Some of the finest vets are here in CGS. I trust this hospital.

Special mention of Vijay in the Pasha wing who ensure that the billing happened timely and gave us constant updates of the surgery and our pup’s well being.
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                    Devyani Rai

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    The experience we have had at CGS is amazing...from the reception staff helping at every step especially Vijay, Deepak, Abhishek. Our pet underwent surgery which was refused by numerous vets we met. We are very grateful to Dr. Vikash Chauhan for guiding us on the treatment of our pets aggressive cancer. He guided us in the best approach and was not apprehensive about suggesting surgery which we did opt for. The confidence and calm with which he managed our case is a blessed one. Thank you team CGS for everything you have done for our pet!
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                    Ekta Dutt

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    We had a very nice experience with the hospital, our pet Candy doesn’t have a second eye and is losing another. One too is a cause of great concern. But Coming here gives us new hope rather than being blind our dog will now be able to heal soon !!


Thank you so much, Dr. Shriram
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                    Amit Vij

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    CGS pet hospital is the best hospital where I have consulted for my cats. I really appreciate Doctor Salisha and Doctor Shriram. Whenever I had difficulties in facing a cat's health problem, the Doctor gave the quick and right advice. Without CGS, I cannot imagine. Also, CGS pet hospital has good facilities and professional experience.


Thank you again for taking good care of my cats.
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                    Jiwon Lee

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    We lost our beloved, beautiful dog Ginger on 20th July 2021. She was 14 and except for the last two months of her life, she was always full of joy, life and happiness. 


We are grateful and thankful to Dr. Vikash Chauhan for treating her so well over the last 1.5 years and with so much kindness. She needed surgery at the age of 13 last year to remove tumours and we were lucky to have found someone so capable and skilled and we were so happy with how well she recovered; it was almost a miracle. He is indeed one of the best veterinary doctors around. It was comforting to know that she was treated by him always with a lot of skill, best intentions, and kindness. Given her age, he only gave her the treatment that was absolutely necessary and tried his very best to keep her comfortable and pain-free. She trusted him.


We are also extremely grateful and thankful to all the support staff who treated Ginger very gently and kindly. CGS indeed has one of the best staff that we have seen, and Ginger hardly ever felt distressed here due to their wonderful handling. I especially remember meeting her after her surgery in the evening last year. I was worried sick, and I saw this amazing person (I am sorry I don’t remember his name) gently stroking her and sitting with her and Ginger looked so calm – I am truly grateful for these memories and how well everyone treated her. Thank you!
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                    From Ginger's Family

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    We are very thankful to CGS hospital, Gurgaon for looking after and healing our cat Chester. We were surprised to know that there is Special Veterinary hospitals for pets with its best modern facilities in Gurgaon. Our cat had fallen down from our 5th floor balcony at RK Puram, New Delhi hit the 3rd floor and then on the ground. She was bleeding from the month and couldn't walk. My younger son cried seeing her in pain and same with all of us. We were all panic whether she will survived. We rushed her to the nearest vet clinic Alpha pets at Vasant Kunj. The doctor gave her first aid. After seeing her X-rays suggested us to take her to Gurgaon as she had multiple fractured and there is no vet hospital in Delhi for such surgery to fixed her. We then drove to CGS hospital Gurgaon, where she was admitted for surgery. The Doctors were kind and we really felt relief. Special thanks to Dr. Salisha for being patient, kind and cooperating with us. Though it was a difficult time with the family looking after her and making sure that her surgery unit is okay as she always wanted to removed the Unit (Steel/Iron rod) fixed on her leg. After one and half months and removing the unit, Today she is finally completely cured and healthy. Thank you very much Dr. Salisha, Dr. Sri Ram and team for treating and healing her. God bless you all! 
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                    Rosy Ngaihte

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    Our darling Foofy from the past 8 years has been in & out of this state of the art CGS Pet Hospital most of the times for his vaccinations and personal hygiene & grooming. Every visit has been a pleasant experience with Foofy undergoing minimum trauma but a lot of Professional Care & warmth was always dished out for him. The past three months were very trying for us as family & for the team of Doctors  Vikash Chauhan, John Dominic, the boys Sumit & Prakash as Foofy all of 10 royal years became so unwell and despite the best efforts of the CGS team breathed his last on May 2nd 2021.We are devastated but for the valiant efforts of the Doctors and support staff we were able to spend very caring times with Foofy for an extended 3 months. We highly recommend this CGS Hospital to all pet owners and families & commend the team of Doctors  Vikash Chauhan, John Dominic and support staff for all the warmth. Thank you very much. Ram Vittal Rao & Family.
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                    M RAMVITTAL RAO

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    Hi,

I am a regular customer at CGS hospital. I live very close by and have 2 dogs of my own at home, as well as 7-8 stray dogs that I take care of on a regular basis, all of whom I bring to CGS for their treatments, vaccinations etc. Over the last 2 days I had brought in 6 of my strays for their vaccinations and was informed that there is a camp running for free vaccinations. I just wanted to write in to express my gratitude to the DLF family for the same. It really does help out people like us who take care of so many animals and therefore have high costs running for their upkeep. Also, the regular vaccinations help me assure my neighbours who may have concerns about any diseases that my strays may bring into their area. Hope to keep seeing more such programs like this from CGS and thanks once again!


                    read more
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                    Shreya Kapoor Suri

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    
Hi,


The experience of bringing your dog to a veterinary can be harrowing but not at CGS. As soon as you step into the hospital, there is ample waiting space, which helps immensely in ensuring that you and your dog are calm. And of course, the hospital grounds are hygienically maintained. The doctors as well as the staff are compassionate and attend to your dog with patience and care. The hospital is equipped with their own lab and equipment which also saves you the trouble of running around to other facilities to conduct the diagnostics. CGS has a team of specialists, who can be consulted for different issues. The boarding facilities are the best to offer in NCR. Knowing that we can leave our dog at CGS when we travel is the biggest blessing. When we adopted Jenny, she had multiple issues and has low immunities. There have been numerous visits to the hospital over the past five years, and we feel Jenny has only gotten younger and her health is better than from when we got her. We completely trust the judgements and treatments at CGS. A special thank you to Dr. Salisha who has been extremely kind and patient with obsessive dog parents.  


Thank you
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                    Jayasri Bellary

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    Dear Dr. Salisha and the entire team at CGS, A warm and heartfelt thanks for performing a successful surgery and taking care of my pet Kandy during these unprecedented times. Appreciate the patience and support of all the staff members at CGS, starting from the security guards, reception staff, doctors and support staff. Certainly, recommend CGS to all the pet owners. 
 Gratitude & Respect Regards,
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                    Kishu Wadehra

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    My pet was suffering from chronic vomiting. I took him to every renowned doctor in delhi ncr. He suffered for 2 months badly but none could diagnose the problem. Doctors performed x ray and ultrasound and told me that he suffering from gastrointestinal problem but nothinh happened. In the lockdown situation i finally took him to cgs gurgaon, and Dr. VIKAS was quick in his diagnosis that something is stuck inside the intestine. After few tests he performed abdomen surgery and took out the piece of socks stuck inside his intestine. Dr VIKAS was like a god to my dog, he saved his life and also kept in touch with me as pet was admitted. He almost lost 20 kg weight and was very critical. Thanks to CGS gurgaon and Dr VIKAS. 
Great Service  
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                    YOGI CHOUDHARY

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    I have become a patient of CGS Hospital, for life. I have seen other Dogs and cats been treated with same care at CGS which also boasts of many state of art facilities, including boarding and grooming, and have been recommending CGS hospital to all pet parents. Thanks you Dr. Salisha & Dr. John for bringing Vinci, my 13 year old cat, back to health and to me. Thank you for being so caring and personal with my fur baby. You were godsend especially at a time when I thought I would lose Vinci. Heartfelt thanks once again from my family and me. 
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                    Ms. Shikha Rathi

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    A warm n heartfelt thank you to the brilliant team of such kind Doctors and the efficient and compassionate staff at CGS hospital for helping our 6-month-old rescue stray puppy fight with mange, forelimb fracture, and blood in the lungs post an accident at 3 months of age. The little warrior continues to fight some issues even now with the support and immediate attention of CGS doctors each n every time we take her there. One would think such an elite looking establishment with doctors with fabulous credentials would only cater to pedigree pets but it is a heartening sight to see how they treat pedigree and stray alike.

                    read more
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                    Ms. Shalini Dhameja

                    Pet Owner 

                

              

              

            

            
            
              
                
                  

                  
                    Delighted to see an excellent dogs & cats hospital which is run in a most passionate manner. Well done & keep it up. God Bless
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                    Lt.Gen.Narayan Mohanty

                    PVSM, AVSM, VSM-RETD, Retd. President Veterinary Council 
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                            Vidhu Arora

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            Excellent experience. I came when my dog was extremely sick. Dr. Salisha and Dr. Sandeep just brought life back in him. 

He is doing absolutely normal now and is on oral medications. Highly recommend CGS to every pet parent. 
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                            Payal Sharma

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            Very impressive hospital for animals. They took good care of my dog coco whom I have to admit for severe tummy infection . Doctors and staff took good care of him and put him back on his feet. Very clean hospital.
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                            Harsh Kumar

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            A one of a kind veterinary hospital in Northern India which follows international protocols in every department. Your pet will under exceptional expertise.
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                            Dinkar Sahal

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            CGS hospitals at Sarojini Nagar and Gurugram were true hospitals with great core competence and a sense of duty among the doctors in the midst of a cordial atmosphere and joy of working as a team. I have greatest admiration for Veterinary doctors whose patients cannot talk about their maladies.Both these hospitals are prides of Delhi and have the blessings of all cats and dogs of Delhi.
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                            Urvi

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            CGS hospital Gurgaon, has a separate unit for our indies/ stray pups where the charges for vaccinations and treatments are at discounted rates.

CGS is also hosting a FREE VACCINATION camp for the stray pups, in their hospital from 21st-30th September.
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                            Riti Sanon

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            I just called for treatment of a stray dog full of maggots & immediately got a call & guidance from them & told us to bring the dog immediately to the hospital.

Great help for us.
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                            Anant

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            Went at around 10pm for an emergency regarding my poodle...service was quick and staff was polite. The doctor on duty was really calm and knowledgeable. Seemed like a true and gentle carer of pets. A big thank you to him and other staff.
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                            Mohit Malhotra

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            Doctors are well qualified with the deep knowledge of your pets. They can treat any disease but you need to be calm and keep patience for a long run.
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                            Pritha Gill

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            Last year in November 2022 our 4 year old pug Kiki was diagnosed with Pyometra and we rushed her to CGS with her being in a bad way, extreme bleeding and terrible condition.. they immediately admitted her, ran tests rushed her to surgery and treated her.. the week that followed was the d worst time of our lives with Kiki recovering post surgery at cgs .. and us heartbroken by seeing her in pain. The hospital nursed our beautiful lil Kiki back to health, enough so we could bring her back home in a week.

I am truly grateful and extremely thankful to Dr. Salisha, Dr. John and the staff at cgs for all that they've done over the months to help us and Kiki 🙏🏻❤️




CGS truly is an excellent facility with absolutely wonderful and compassionate doctors and staff for pets and pet parents.




I highly recommend this place for all ur pet needs.
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                            Devyani Rai

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            I used their pasha wing for the first time for one of my street pups. From the kindness and efficiency of Vijay at the Pasha wing to the way the vets took care of his surgery plus the free of cost stay for a few days, I was touched by their working for destitute dogs.

Some of the finest vets are here in CGS. I trust this hospital.

Special mention of Vijay in the Pasha wing who ensure that the billing happened timely and gave us constant updates of the surgery and our pup’s well being.
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                            Ekta Dutt

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            The experience we have had at CGS is amazing...from the reception staff helping at every step especially Vijay, Deepak, Abhishek. Our pet underwent surgery which was refused by numerous vets we met. We are very grateful to Dr. Vikash Chauhan for guiding us on the treatment of our pets aggressive cancer. He guided us in the best approach and was not apprehensive about suggesting surgery which we did opt for. The confidence and calm with which he managed our case is a blessed one. Thank you team CGS for everything you have done for our pet!
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                            Amit Vij

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            We had a very nice experience with the hospital, our pet Candy doesn’t have a second eye and is losing another. One too is a cause of great concern. But Coming here gives us new hope rather than being blind our dog will now be able to heal soon !!


Thank you so much, Dr. Shriram
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                            Jiwon Lee

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            CGS pet hospital is the best hospital where I have consulted for my cats. I really appreciate Doctor Salisha and Doctor Shriram. Whenever I had difficulties in facing a cat's health problem, the Doctor gave the quick and right advice. Without CGS, I cannot imagine. Also, CGS pet hospital has good facilities and professional experience.


Thank you again for taking good care of my cats.
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                            From Ginger's Family

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            We lost our beloved, beautiful dog Ginger on 20th July 2021. She was 14 and except for the last two months of her life, she was always full of joy, life and happiness. 


We are grateful and thankful to Dr. Vikash Chauhan for treating her so well over the last 1.5 years and with so much kindness. She needed surgery at the age of 13 last year to remove tumours and we were lucky to have found someone so capable and skilled and we were so happy with how well she recovered; it was almost a miracle. He is indeed one of the best veterinary doctors around. It was comforting to know that she was treated by him always with a lot of skill, best intentions, and kindness. Given her age, he only gave her the treatment that was absolutely necessary and tried his very best to keep her comfortable and pain-free. She trusted him.


We are also extremely grateful and thankful to all the support staff who treated Ginger very gently and kindly. CGS indeed has one of the best staff that we have seen, and Ginger hardly ever felt distressed here due to their wonderful handling. I especially remember meeting her after her surgery in the evening last year. I was worried sick, and I saw this amazing person (I am sorry I don’t remember his name) gently stroking her and sitting with her and Ginger looked so calm – I am truly grateful for these memories and how well everyone treated her. Thank you!
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                            Rosy Ngaihte

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            We are very thankful to CGS hospital, Gurgaon for looking after and healing our cat Chester. We were surprised to know that there is Special Veterinary hospitals for pets with its best modern facilities in Gurgaon. Our cat had fallen down from our 5th floor balcony at RK Puram, New Delhi hit the 3rd floor and then on the ground. She was bleeding from the month and couldn't walk. My younger son cried seeing her in pain and same with all of us. We were all panic whether she will survived. We rushed her to the nearest vet clinic Alpha pets at Vasant Kunj. The doctor gave her first aid. After seeing her X-rays suggested us to take her to Gurgaon as she had multiple fractured and there is no vet hospital in Delhi for such surgery to fixed her. We then drove to CGS hospital Gurgaon, where she was admitted for surgery. The Doctors were kind and we really felt relief. Special thanks to Dr. Salisha for being patient, kind and cooperating with us. Though it was a difficult time with the family looking after her and making sure that her surgery unit is okay as she always wanted to removed the Unit (Steel/Iron rod) fixed on her leg. After one and half months and removing the unit, Today she is finally completely cured and healthy. Thank you very much Dr. Salisha, Dr. Sri Ram and team for treating and healing her. God bless you all! 
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                            M RAMVITTAL RAO

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            Our darling Foofy from the past 8 years has been in & out of this state of the art CGS Pet Hospital most of the times for his vaccinations and personal hygiene & grooming. Every visit has been a pleasant experience with Foofy undergoing minimum trauma but a lot of Professional Care & warmth was always dished out for him. The past three months were very trying for us as family & for the team of Doctors  Vikash Chauhan, John Dominic, the boys Sumit & Prakash as Foofy all of 10 royal years became so unwell and despite the best efforts of the CGS team breathed his last on May 2nd 2021.We are devastated but for the valiant efforts of the Doctors and support staff we were able to spend very caring times with Foofy for an extended 3 months. We highly recommend this CGS Hospital to all pet owners and families & commend the team of Doctors  Vikash Chauhan, John Dominic and support staff for all the warmth. Thank you very much. Ram Vittal Rao & Family.
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                            Shreya Kapoor Suri

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            Hi,

I am a regular customer at CGS hospital. I live very close by and have 2 dogs of my own at home, as well as 7-8 stray dogs that I take care of on a regular basis, all of whom I bring to CGS for their treatments, vaccinations etc. Over the last 2 days I had brought in 6 of my strays for their vaccinations and was informed that there is a camp running for free vaccinations. I just wanted to write in to express my gratitude to the DLF family for the same. It really does help out people like us who take care of so many animals and therefore have high costs running for their upkeep. Also, the regular vaccinations help me assure my neighbours who may have concerns about any diseases that my strays may bring into their area. Hope to keep seeing more such programs like this from CGS and thanks once again!
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                            Jayasri Bellary

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            
Hi,


The experience of bringing your dog to a veterinary can be harrowing but not at CGS. As soon as you step into the hospital, there is ample waiting space, which helps immensely in ensuring that you and your dog are calm. And of course, the hospital grounds are hygienically maintained. The doctors as well as the staff are compassionate and attend to your dog with patience and care. The hospital is equipped with their own lab and equipment which also saves you the trouble of running around to other facilities to conduct the diagnostics. CGS has a team of specialists, who can be consulted for different issues. The boarding facilities are the best to offer in NCR. Knowing that we can leave our dog at CGS when we travel is the biggest blessing. When we adopted Jenny, she had multiple issues and has low immunities. There have been numerous visits to the hospital over the past five years, and we feel Jenny has only gotten younger and her health is better than from when we got her. We completely trust the judgements and treatments at CGS. A special thank you to Dr. Salisha who has been extremely kind and patient with obsessive dog parents.  


Thank you
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                            Kishu Wadehra

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            Dear Dr. Salisha and the entire team at CGS, A warm and heartfelt thanks for performing a successful surgery and taking care of my pet Kandy during these unprecedented times. Appreciate the patience and support of all the staff members at CGS, starting from the security guards, reception staff, doctors and support staff. Certainly, recommend CGS to all the pet owners. 
 Gratitude & Respect Regards,
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                            YOGI CHOUDHARY

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            My pet was suffering from chronic vomiting. I took him to every renowned doctor in delhi ncr. He suffered for 2 months badly but none could diagnose the problem. Doctors performed x ray and ultrasound and told me that he suffering from gastrointestinal problem but nothinh happened. In the lockdown situation i finally took him to cgs gurgaon, and Dr. VIKAS was quick in his diagnosis that something is stuck inside the intestine. After few tests he performed abdomen surgery and took out the piece of socks stuck inside his intestine. Dr VIKAS was like a god to my dog, he saved his life and also kept in touch with me as pet was admitted. He almost lost 20 kg weight and was very critical. Thanks to CGS gurgaon and Dr VIKAS. 
Great Service  
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                            Ms. Shikha Rathi

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            I have become a patient of CGS Hospital, for life. I have seen other Dogs and cats been treated with same care at CGS which also boasts of many state of art facilities, including boarding and grooming, and have been recommending CGS hospital to all pet parents. Thanks you Dr. Salisha & Dr. John for bringing Vinci, my 13 year old cat, back to health and to me. Thank you for being so caring and personal with my fur baby. You were godsend especially at a time when I thought I would lose Vinci. Heartfelt thanks once again from my family and me. 
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                            Ms. Shalini Dhameja

                            Pet Owner
                          

                        


                          
                            A warm n heartfelt thank you to the brilliant team of such kind Doctors and the efficient and compassionate staff at CGS hospital for helping our 6-month-old rescue stray puppy fight with mange, forelimb fracture, and blood in the lungs post an accident at 3 months of age. The little warrior continues to fight some issues even now with the support and immediate attention of CGS doctors each n every time we take her there. One would think such an elite looking establishment with doctors with fabulous credentials would only cater to pedigree pets but it is a heartening sight to see how they treat pedigree and stray alike.
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                            Lt.Gen.Narayan Mohanty

                            PVSM, AVSM, VSM-RETD, Retd. President Veterinary Council
                          

                        


                          
                            Delighted to see an excellent dogs & cats hospital which is run in a most passionate manner. Well done & keep it up. God Bless


                          

                      

                    

                  


            






  
    
      
        
          
            Video Gallery
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                         Bruno cataract journey at CGS Hospital 

                      

                    

                  

                

              

              
              
                
                  
                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                         Alex journey to overcome severe arthritis and sarcopenia through physiotherapy sessions 

                      

                    

                  

                

              

              
              
                
                  
                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                         benzo - Therapeutic Laser Treatment for Benzo 

                      

                    

                  

                

              

              
              
                
                  
                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                         Dr nitin - Specialized treatments are available at CGS Hospital for pets. 
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            CGS Hospital (A Unit Of CGS Charitable Trust) provides round the clock emergency services.

            
              Opening Time

              
                	Gurugram Hospital : 8am - 7pm
	Gurugram Emergency : 7pm - 8am
	Pasha Wing : 9am - 6pm
	Delhi Hospital : 8am - 8pm


              

            

          

        

        
          Doctors

          	
              Dr. Vikash Singh Chauhan

            
	
              Dr. Salisha Whitney Correia

            
	
              Dr. John Dominic

            
	
              Dr. Nitin Kandpal

            
	
              Dr. Samprikta Singh

            
	
              Dr. Chandni Bahuguna

            
	
              Dr. Sandeep P. Soman

            
	
              Dr. Shantishree Das

            
	
              Dr. Abhishek Thakran

            
	
              Dr. Sarthak

            
	
              Dr Abhishek Saini

            
	
              Dr. Mony Bora

            
	
              Dr. Ankit Ranga

            
	
              Dr. Aditi Tiwari

            
	
              Dr. Shashank Goyal

            
	
              Dr. Simran Nagar
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               Pet Health Talk Event at Capital Greens
                 21 Feb 2024

              

            
	
              
                
                
                
              

               Pet Health Talk at DLF Aralias
                 05 Dec 2023

              

            
	
              
                
                
                
              

               Navratri Event at DLF Club 5
                 21 Oct 2023

              

            


        

        
          
            Downloads

            	Registration Form
	Consent Form
	Boarding Form
	Vaccination Protocols for Pets
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                info@cgshospital.com 
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                CGS Hospital, Sarojini Nagar

                GF 3,4,5, DLF South Square Mall,
 Sarojini Nagar.
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